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Oxford University Press, USA. Paperback. Condition: New. 288 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.3in. x
0.6in.When the Soviet Union collapsed, the White House announced with great fanfare that 100 FBI
counterintelligence agents would be reassigned. Their new target: street gangs. Americans--filled
with fear of crack-dealing gangs--cheered the decision, as did many big-city police departments.
But this highly publicized move could be an experience in futility, suggests Malcolm Klein: for one
thing, most street gangs have little to do with the drug trade. The American Street Gang provides
the finest portrait of this subject ever produced--a detailed accounting, through statistics,
interviews, and personal experience, of what street gangs are, how they have changed, their
involvement in drug sales, and why we have not been able to stop them. Klein has been studying
street gangs for more than thirty years, and he brings a sophisticated understanding of the
problem to bear in this often surprising book. In contrast to the image of rigid organization and
military-style leadership we see in the press, he writes, street gangs are usually loose bodies of
associates, with informal and multiple leadership. Street gangs, he makes clear, are quite distinct
from drug gangs--though they may share individual members....
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It in a of the best ebook. It is one of the most incredible pdf i actually have go through. I am just easily will get a satisfaction of looking at a composed book.
-- Elisha  McCulloug h-- Elisha  McCulloug h

Excellent electronic book and helpful one. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. You wont truly feel monotony at whenever you
want of your time (that's what catalogues are for relating to when you question me).
-- Ma belle Da ch III--  Ma belle Da ch III
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